We've been cranking out new features and tools for cloud-native development. Learn more about our recent releases.

Read Blog

With the release of Docker Desktop 3.0.0, we’re launching several major improvements to the way we distribute Docker Desktop.

Read Blog

Learn how you can download and try the early preview build of Docker Desktop for the Apple Silicon M1 chip.

Read Blog

We are pleased to announce the next major release of the Docker Engine 20.10, with multiple new features and improvements.

Read Blog

Our new experimental Docker Hub CLI tool lets you explore, inspect and manage your content on Docker Hub and more.

Read Blog

Docker Community All-Hands

Join us as we bring together Docker staff, contributors and users to share product updates, recognize contributions, and ask questions to Docker’s leadership team.

Watch On-Demand

Docker Captain: Gianluca Arbezzano

Docker Captains are experts in their field and are passionate about sharing their knowledge with others. See how Gianluca is contributing to the Docker community.

Get to Know Gianluca Arbezzano

Workshop: Getting Started with Docker

Register for the live workshop to learn how to get started using Docker and to ask Docker experts your questions.

Workshop: I Didn’t Know I Could Do That with Docker - Python Developers

Watch on-demand for a walkthrough of setting up your local python environment.

Captain Content

- Introducing Hub-tool - A New Hub CLI under Docker Desktop 3.0.0
- Containers in Production with Docker Swarm
- Containers in Production with Kubernetes
- Set up GPU in High Availability using K3s
- A production-ready example: Rails app using Docker and Docker Compose

Docker Community

Learn, connect and collaborate with millions of developers across the globe using Docker.

Join Community

Docker Blog

Check out the latest news, tips & tricks, free to guides, best practices and more from Docker experts.

Read Blog